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Abs t rac t 
This paper discusses some issues which arise in the dataflow analysis of constraint logic pro-
gramming (CLP) languages. The basic technique applied is that of abstract interpretation. First, 
some types of optimizations possible in a number of CLP systems (including efficient parallelization) 
are presented and the information that has to be obtained at compile-time in order to be able to 
implement such optimizations is considered. Two approaches are then proposed and discussed for 
obtaining this information for a CLP program: one based on an analysis of a CLP metainterpreter 
using standard Prolog analysis tools, and a second one based on direct analysis of the CLP program. 
For the second approach an abstract domain which approximates groundness (also referred to as 
"definiteness") information (i.e. constraint to a single valué) and the related abstraction functions 
are presented. 
1 Introduction 
The increasing acceptance of constraint logic programming languages has motivated a growing interest 
in datañow analysis and implementation techniques for these languages. A constraint logic program 
is a rule-based program which allows computations over both symbolic and non-symbolic domains 
by replacing unification with tests for constraint satisfaction. While expressive power can be greatly 
enhanced in such programs, since the domains used can be richer than the usual Herbrand domain 
and unification is only a special case of the aforementioned tests for constraint satisfaction, such tests 
can often be much more expensive than unification and result in low run-time performance. 
Two important observations that we would like to point out concerning this issue of CLP per-
formance are as follows: first, that when running general "constraint" programs CLP systems are 
slower than required for many applications. Second, that current CLP systems are often significantly 
slower than Prolog systems when running equivalent (i.e. "Prolog") programs. This is not surprising 
in principie, since of course they are more complex systems with the capability of solving a larger 
set of problems. However we find this problem to be of particular significance: the most desirable 
situation is for the CLP system to be the real general purpose problem-solving tool, used to solve all 
the problems that used to be solved in the Herbrand domain with Prolog plus the new ones allowed 
by the new constraint solving capabilities. However, if the performance in the Herbrand domain (i.e. 
when "running what Prolog can run") is too low compared with that of current Prolog systems, and 
given the very lar ge set of applications for which Prolog has proved itself quite adequate, users will 
tend to have both a state-of-the-art Prolog system and a CLP systems, a less than optimal situation, 
apart from discouraging writing applications that work on a combination of domains. 
Our objective in the compile-time analysis of CLP programs will then be twofold: first, to correctly 
identify CLP programs that are actually "Prolog" programs (or those parts of CLP programs that 
stay within the Herbrand domain and opérate "as Prolog") and make the CLP implementation com-
petitive for these programs (by using standard Prolog implementation techniques [33]). Second, and 
in line with the aims of conventional analysis tools, to optimize the non-Herbrand parts by gathering 
dynamic information about the program statically in order to use more efficient, specialized versions 
of the constraint solving algorithms. For this, we propose using, among other techniques, abstract 
interpretation. 
Much work has been done using the abstract interpretation technique in the context of logic 
programs. There, it has been applied to the achievement of several types of high level optimizations: 
mode inference analysis [11, 26], efficient backtracking [3], garbage collection [23], aliasing analysis 
[18, 28, 27], type inferencing [24, 2], etc. and it has shown great usefulness and practicality [32, 31, 
24, 34]. Using the results from abstract interpretation to produce specialized versions of predicates 
for different run-time instantiation situations [12, 13] and this combined with invariance detection 
[14, 35] have also been proposed. It appears possible that some of those types of optimizations are 
also applicable to constraint logic programming languages. In addition, the characteristics of those 
languages suggest new needs and types of optimizations. Exploring these possibilities is the subject 
of this paper. 
In the context of abstract interpretation based compile-time analysis of CLP programs, a few 
general frameworks have recently been defined [25, 4]. However, it is yet not clear what particular 
compile-time information is actually required to detect situations in which optimization opportunities 
arise. Also, it is unclear how conventional tools have to be modified (if possible at all) to safely and 
accurately approximate such information. 
In this paper we provide a first step in this direction. Several types of optimizations possible in 
some constraint logic programming systems and the information that has to be obtained at compile-
time in order to implement such optimizations are discussed. Two approaches are then proposed and 
considered for obtaining this information: one based on an analysis of a constraint logic program 
metainterpreter using standard Prolog analysis tools, and a second one based on direct analysis of the 
constraint logic program. For the second approach an abstract domain which approximates groundness 
(i.e. constraint to a unique valué, also referred to as "definiteness" in this context [25, 4]) information 
and its abstract functions are presented. 
The rest of the paper procceeds as follows: section 2 recalls the basic concepts of Constraint Logic 
Programming and Abstract Interpretation, and presents some of the optimization opportunities that 
we have identified and have motivated our work. Section 3 presents the two approaches proposed to 
the analysis of constraint logic programs and discusses them. Section 4 presents an abstract domain 
for groundness and its abstract functions, and finally, section 5 presents our conclusions. 
2 Preliminaries 
Although the reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic notions in Logic Programming, Constraint 
Logic Programming, and Dataflow Analysis, in order to be self contained, the following subsections 
briefly summarize those concepts. 
2.1 The Constraint Logic Programming Paradigm 
In this section we present some basic concepts of Constraint Logic Programming. We follow mainly 
[19] and [20]. The Constraint Logic Programming Paradigm is an extensión of the Logic Program-
ming Paradigm in which unification is replaced by the concept of constraint solving performed over 
an interpreted structure not restricted to the Herbrand Universe. Programs under this scheme are 
provided with an algebraic semantics. Let us first consider this algebraic point of view. 
Let B be a set of sorts, S a S-sorted set of function symbols, X a S-sorted set of variables, 
II = 11(7 u IIp a S-sorted set of predícate symbols, where Uc are the constraint predicates including 
the symbol "=" and Tlc n IIp = 0 
Let (S)-terms and (S U X)-terms be the ground and possibly non ground terms respectively, 
( u c , S U X)-atoms be the atomic constraints, and (IIp, S U X)-atoms be simply atoms. A constraint 
is a (possibly empty) set of atomic constraints that will be interpreted as the conjunction of its 
elements. 
A Constraint Logic Program is a finite set of constraint rules of the form: 
H <— ?rD. 
or 
H < - j r D ñ i , . . . , B B . 
where TT is a finite constraint and H, B\, ..,Bn are atoms. A goal is a constraint rule with no head 
and with a non empty body. 
The structure defined on II and S, will be denoted by 9J(S,II) and consists of an interpretation 
domain Dj for each / belonging to B, and an interpretation over{Pj-} for the function symbols in S 
and the constraint predicates in Uc-
An 3f(S,II)-valuation v of a 3J(S,II)-expression E, is a mapping from each distinct variable in E, 
into D¡ respecting their sorts. If v makes true in 3J(S,II) all constraint atoms of a constraint c, it is 
called an 3J(S,II)-solution of c. A constraint is 3J(S,II)-solvable iff there exists an 3J(S, II)-solution 
for it. 
From the logical interpretation point of view, a program would be a first order theory dealing 
with the usual first order formulas. In order to do that , the first order theory has to correspond to 
a structure 3J(S,II) (in the following 3J) which has to be solution compact. A first order theory S 
corresponds to a structure 3J if (1) for each constraint TT which has solution in 3J, S |= 3w and (2) 
3J |= S. A structure 3J is said to be solution compact if (1) any element of the structure is the solution 
of a finite or infinite set of constraints and (2) an infinite set of constraints is unsolvable iff a finite 
subset of it exists which is unsolvable. 
Let us now consider the operational semantics of constraint logic programming languages. Let 
P be a constraint logic program, A (P, 3J)-derivation step of a goal G: <— c dQ where Q = 
..., A¿_i, A4, A i + i , . . . (a nonempty goal is needed) returns a goal of the form G' :<— c' D Q' be-
ing Q' = .., Ai-i, B, A\+\,... if there exists a variant of a clause va. P, C = H <— b D B , such 
that : 
• Ai and H have the same predícate symbol, 
• C has no variables in common with G, 
• c' = c A b A (Q = B) is 3f-solvable 
Then G' is the resolvent of the derivation step. The condition can be relaxed asking c' to be an 3f-
solvable restriction of C A 6 A ( Q = B) called a generalized derivation step. In particular any derivation 
step is a generalized one. The (P, 3f)-derivation of a goal G is a finite or infinite sequence of goals 
returned by (P,3f)-derivation steps, starting from G. It will be successful when an empty sequence of 
atoms is reached, i.e. the last goal contains only constraints, which are the answer constraints to the 
original query. Finitely failed sequences are those in which no goal can be expanded. 
Once the Constraint Logic Programming Paradigm has been considered, the next step is to intro-
duce the concept of constraint system, and some instances of them which have been widely used by 
current languages. 
2.2 Actual Languages and their Constraint Systems 
Let 3f, S , II and X be defined as above. A constraint system is a quadruple S = (3f, / , X , $ ) , where / 
is an 3f-interpretation and $ a non empty subset of ( n c , S U X)-atoms closed under conjunction. We 
will say that a constraint c is consistent iff there exist an 3f-valuation 9 such that I(c)9 is equivalent to 
true. An entailment relation h between constraints is defined by: c\ h C2 iff C2 is consistent whenever 
c\ is consistent. 
The Constraint Logic Programming Framework defines a class of languages. Each of them is an 
instance of this framework obtained by the specification of its constraint systems. It allows having a 
numerical and/or logical character to be tackled in a declarative way, i.e. state properties directly in 
the domain of discourse instead of having them coded, with non-deterministic computation. 
There are several existing constraint logic programming languages such as CLP(3J)[21], CHIP 
[22], ProloglII [5], BNRProlog [29], etc. tha t aside from the underlying Herbrand structure (i.e. the 
Herbrand Universe with constraints involving only the equality predicate), which they share, differ in 
their remaining constraint systems. 
The domain of computation of CLP(3J) is real numbers, with linear equations handled by Gaussian 
elimination and inequalities solved by an adaptation of the simplex algorithm. Non-linear equations 
are simply delayed until they become linear. 
ProloglII has three different domains of computation namely: rational terms with equations, dise-
quations and inequalities solved by a symbolic simplex-like algorithm when linear equations are con-
sidered, boolean terms with equalities solved by a saturation method combined with SL-resolution, 
and infinite trees with a construction function and = and 7^  relations. 
CHIP has also three different domains of computation. Rational terms are handled in a similar 
way than ProloglII but with a different symbolic simplex-like algorithm at the solver-level. Boolean 
terms with equalities are solved by a boolean unification algorithm. Finally it allows computations 
over finite domains in which constraints are defined by subsets of the Cartesian product of each finite 
variable domain allowing not only arithmetical constraints but also symbolic ones and even user defined 
constraints. Since most discrete combinational problems are ./VP-complete, for which no general and 
efficient solving method exists, no complete constraint-solver is used. Consistency techniques are used 
to prune search space, being the user's responsibility to decide the strategy to apply. 
On the other hand BNR-Prolog has focused on the use of local propagation techniques on constraint 
networks of closed intervals on the real line. It allows to solve simultaneous non-linear equations by 
systematically narrowing constrained intervals. Since the algebraic properties of expressions in interval 
arithmetics is preserved, combining symbolic techniques with numerical techniques is possible. 
2.3 Optimization Opportunities 
As we have seen, constraint logic programming languages are based on different constraint solvers 
(which are mostly defined as "black-boxes," except perhaps for the finite domains in CHIP which 
are directly under user control) each of which operates on its own constraint system. It is clear that 
as the number of constraints handled increases, tests for constraint satisfaction become significantly 
expensive, decreasing the performance of the execution. Therefore, it is essential to optimize them by 
reducing the amount of work in volved. Obviously, useful ways of optimizing the constraint satisfaction 
process include avoiding unnecessary constraint solver calis, avoiding constraint satisfaction tests (i.e. 
adding equations known to be consistent without tests), improving constraint solver computations, 
etc. In particular, and as mentioned in the introduction, a potentially quite useful type of optimization 
is to identify constraints (or whole programs) which opérate exclusively on the Herbrand domain since 
the quite successful techniques used in Prolog compilation [33] (which are themselves for the most 
part the application of specialized cases of the unification algorithm to special cases identified at 
compile-time) can then be applied. 
As mentioned before the optimizations mentioned so far in general try to reduce the amount of 
work to be done in solving the constraints. An independent and complementary way of improving 
performance is parallelizing the program, i.e. identifying parts of the work that needs to be done which 
are in some sense independent and can thus be executed in parallel. 
In this section we will present a number of possibilities which lead to either reduction of the work 
to be done or to the identification of opportunities for parallelism in CLP systems. We are not going 
to make an exhaustive presentation of all different optimizations which can be achieved, but rather 
mention a few that have motivated our work, together with the compile time information which we 
have identified as needed to apply them. 
One difficulty in discussing such optimizations is the diversity of constraint systems possible. In 
order to take into account this diversity, we will divide the types of optimization into three broad 
categories: general, i.e. useful for all languages, specialized for a particular constraint system, or 
specialized for a particular constraint solver. Because of lack of space the types of optimizations 
specifically related with the Herbrand Universe will not be discussed. Several references were given in 
the introduction to the work done for this domain in the context of traditional logic programming. 
With respect to general optimizations, there are at least two cases in which constraint solver calis 
can be avoided. First, any constraint in which all variables are ground, i.e. constrained to a unique 
valué, can be turned into a simple check. Consider the well known mortgage program: 
mortgage(Xp, Xt, X{, Xr, Xb) : -
Xt = l, 
Xb + Xr = Xp*(l + Xi/1200). 
mortgage(Xp, Xt, X¡, Xr, Xb) : -
Xt>l, 
X'p = Xp*(l + Xi/1200), 
X't = Xt-l 
mortgage(X'p,X't,Xi,Xr,Xb). 
If we know that , in the query, the second argument Xt is constrained to a unique valué and we are 
able to infer, by groundness propagation, that in the recursive calis this argument remains ground, 
each Xt > 1 and Xt = 1 can be transformed into ground checks (equivalent to Prolog's), thus avoiding 
actual constraint solver calis. 
Second, any constraint in which one of its sides is a free variable (i.e. a variable which has not 
been involved in any constraint relation up to renaming with other free variables), can be transformed 
into an assignment if its predicate symbol is "=" or added to the system as a consistent constraint 
in any case. Consider the variables X' and X't in the mortgage example. Both are new variables, 
and therefore they have never been constrained. Thus, the equations in every recursive cali can be 
transformed into an assignment. 
Another issue is finding advantageous constraint orderings which improve the efficiency of the 
constraint solver. For example, by placing most "constraining" constraints first, large failed compu-
tations can be avoided (the "first fail principie" illustrates this point). Informally, we can say that a 
constraint is more "constraining" than another if the number of free variables is less than in the other 
or if, being equal, one has more variables constrained to a unique valué. In order to do tha t , we do 
not need information about concrete variable valúes, just about groundness and freeness. Consider 
the following set of constraints in a ProloglII program: 
....,L ::N,U :: N1,L = U. <X> .17,.... 
in which "." represents list concatenation and '::" is a list length predicate symbol. If we know that 
at this point of the execution the list U will be ground while the list L will not, it would be better to 
change the order of the constraints in such a way that the length constraint over U would be computed 
first. Then if it fails, the length computation over L would be avoided. 
When related to a particular constraint system, the accuracy of the optimizations depends on the 
accuracy of the information, i.e. on the knowledge available about the constraint system. A useful 
optimization that does not require highly specialized information can be achieved for arithmetical 
linear constraints. Every time a linear constraint has a variable that has never been constrained, 
the constraint can be added to the consistent system without testing for constraint satisfaction, i.e. 
the system remains consistent after adding the constraint. Obviously, the coefficient of the free not 
constrained variable has to be different form zero. Consider again the mortgage example. If the 
variable Xr or Xb is a free variable in the query, and either Xp or X¿ are ground, the last equation is 
always consistent. Consider also the following clause used in an add lists computation in ProloglII: 
addJists(<>, < > , < > ) . 
addJists(< X > .Xs,< Y > .Ys,< Z > .Zs) : -X + Z = Y,addJists(Xs,Ys,Zs). 
If we know that one of the lists is a free variable and we can infer that then all their elements will 
be free variables, all equations can be added to the system without constraint satisfaction tests. Note 
that this optimization is not general as, for example, it does not work for list constraints: consider 
the following list constraint in ProloglII: 
....,< 1,2,3 >=< 4,5,4 > Y,... 
it is clear tha t , even if Y is a free variable, the constraint will fail. 
Another quite useful optimization which is dependent of the constraint system is to eliminate 
constraints that can be known at compile time to always succeed or fail without modifying the store, 
i.e. tha t are "abstractly executable" as defined in [14]. These can also be referred to as "redundant 
constraints" and are often found for example in programs which do argument type checking. For 
instance, consider the constraint X = Y + Z, if we know that X is bound to a Herbrand Term at this 
point of the program, we can say that this goal will always fail, and therefore replace it with "fail", 
eliminate all subsequent goals in the clause, and, for a puré clause, even eliminate the clause in which 
the goal appears as "dead code". Consider also the constraint var(X), if we know that X is free at this 
point of the program, we can say that it will always succeed, and therefore eliminate the constraint. 
As we have seen, the above simplification can be achieved with quite simple information about 
X. However, if we want to extend the number of constraints that can be abstractly executable, in 
some cases much more specialized information is required. Consider the constraint Y > 1, in order to 
know at compile time that this check is going to fail or succeed, we would have to know the concrete 
valué or interval of concrete valúes that this variable is going to be constrained to at run time, for a 
given query. Note that this means having information about a possibly infinite domain of valúes, as 
for example in the case of real numbers. 
In general, with the right type of information múltiple optimizations are possible such as avoiding 
unnecessary constraints, eliminating redundant tests in loops , avoiding choice points, eliminating 
dead code, detecting errors, etc. 
It is important to note that , in order to obtain at compile time the information needed for the 
optimizations we have pointed out, global analysis rather than local analysis is needed. Motivation 
for this is that the information has to be propagated throughout all the program, since complete 
information cannot be inferred just inside the scope of a single clause. 
As mentioned before, another way of improving the execution speed of constraint logic programs is 
by parallelization. Due to its importance and complexity, parallelization of constraint logic programs 
as a constraint system dependent optimization will be explained in the next subsection. 
2.4 Parallelization: Constraint Independence 
There has been significant interest in parallel execution models for logic programs. Different computa-
tional models have been proposed to exploit either Or-parallelism, And-parallelism, or a combination 
of both [6]. Motivation for this, is tha t these models often offer performance improvements while at 
the same time preserving the conventional "don't know" semantics of logic programs and the compu-
tational complexity expected in the execution by the programmer [16]. 
In the Or-parallelism model the clauses of a predicate are tried in parallel, while in the And-
parallelism the goals which are executed in parallel are those of a clause body. There are two forms 
of And-parallelism: Independent And-parallelism and Stream And-parallelism. The former allows 
parallelism among goals if they are independent, i.e. do not restrict each other search space. The 
latter allows non independent goals to be executed in parallel with the valué of the dependent variable 
being communicated incrementally among goals. 
As far as we know, only the Or-parallelism model has been studied for the constraint logic pro-
gramming framework, resulting in an implementation for the CHIP language [15]. The aim of this 
section is to provide a first step in the study of the And-parallelism, and in particular the Independent 
And-parallelism model, for constraint logic programming languages. The main problem in the Inde-
pendent And-parallelism model is to determine which goals are independent and therefore eligible for 
parallel execution and which goals have to wait for each others during the execution. Although it can 
be done at run-time, it implies significant overhead. As is explained in [16], most of the work can be 
performed at compile-time by using dataflow analysis, and in particular abstract interpretation. 
In order to do tha t , we will give a rather informal description of the idea in the model considered. 
This is as follows: partition the given resolvent so as to obtain some new partial resolvents and a 
remaining part , execute the partial resolvents, and then embed the information gathered from such 
execution into the remaining part . 
Let us explain more precisely the two frameworks. Assume G: <— c dQi, ...,Qn is the current 
resolvent. The sequential proof procedure with left-to-right selection rule would 
• select the atom Q\ and compute the derivation step G\ :<— c\ D B\,Q2,...,Qn where c\ = 
c Ai AQi = B\ is 3J-solvable, 
• select the atom Q2 and compute the derivation step G2 :<— C2 D B\,B2,...,Qn where C2 = 
c\ A 62 A Q2 = B2 is 3J-solvable, 
and so on until the empty sequence of atoms will be reached. 
If, on the contrary, we want to select some of the atoms in parallel, say Qi and Qj (the extensión to 
more than two goals is straightforward), one possible execution scheme for G could be the following: 
• partition G into the partial resolvents: 
- i?i :<- c nQi 
- R2 :<- c uQj 
- R3 '•*— n oQi,...Qi-i,Qi+i,..Qj-i,Qj-i,...Qn 
• execute i?i and i?2 in parallel obtaining the answer constraints ?ri = c A 6¿ A (Qi = 5¿) and 
7r2 = c Abj A (Qj = Bj). 
• test for constraint satisfaction of the conjunction TT = ?ri A i¡2 
• execute R3. 
Our aim is, within the execution model presented, to run in parallel as many goals as possible 
while maintaining correctness and efficiency. This means that given a goal G, of which we know the 
resulting answer constraint of its sequential execution and the time complexity to obtain it, we would 
like to execute some of the goals in G in parallel obtaining an 3f-solvable restriction of the answer 
constraint obtained before, possibly in a shorter time. 
However, using the standard conjunction of constraints in the third step above can lead to unnec-
essary computations, as shown by the following example in CLP(3f): 
p(X,Y,Z) :-X>Y,X> Z,q(Y),q(X),q(Z). 
q(i)-
q(2). 
Let c = X > Y A X > Z he the consistent constraint before q(Y) is executed. In this case, 
the sequential execution of G returns the derivation step G\ :<— c\ D q(X),q(Z) with c\ = X > 
Y A X > Z AY = 1. During the computation of the second atom, the constraint satisfaction test for 
C2 = X > Y A X > Z AY = 1 A X = 1 will fail. Therefore, after backtracking the next derivation step 
would be G2 :<— c2 D q(X) with c2 = X > Y A X > Z AY = 1 A X = 2, and finally the empty goal 
will be reached returning the answer constraint cs = X>YAX>ZAY = lAX = 2AZ = l. 
On the other hand, in the parallel execution model we could partition G into the partial resolvents 
i?i :<— c dq(Y), i?2 :•*— c dq(X) and i?3 :<— c dq(Z), and the remaining part R4 :<— TT D . If 
executed in parallel the partial resolvents i?i, i?2 and i?3 will return the answer constraints ?ri = X > 
YAX>ZAY = l,7T2 = X>YAX>ZAX=land7r3 = X>YAX>ZAZ = l respectively. 
When conjunction of them is considered in order to obtain TT, the resulting constraint is not consistent 
and more backtracking steps are then needed to achieve the same answer constraint as that of the 
sequential computation. 
On the other hand, assume that in the above example the atom p(X) did not appear in the clause. 
We could partition the goal into i?i :<— c dq(Y), R2 :<— c dq(Z) and R3 :<— TT D . Then the resulting 
constraint from the parallel execution of i?i and i?2 would be7r = X>YAX>ZAY = lAZ=l 
which is consistent and no extra backtracking would be required. 
It turns out that some conditions have to be satisfied when executing goals in parallel, in order 
to ensure the independence of those goals. As we have said, a set of goals are said to be independent 
if they do not restrict each other's search space in the sequential execution. When only unification 
is considered within the Strict-Independent-And-Parallelism model, it can be described as those sets 
of goals which do not share variables at execution time [16]. If the Non-Strict-Independent-And-
Parallelism model is considered, it can be described as those goals which are either strict independent 
or with only one goal instanciating shared variables [17]. However, when full constraint solving is 
considered, this notion of independence among goals needs to be generalized. 
Let S = (3J, / , X, $ ) be a constraint system and L a constraint logic programming language defined 
over it. Let P be a program in this language and G :<— cdgi, ..,gn be a goal with c = c\A,...,Acn 
being the current consistent constraint in S. Let var(g¿) and var(ci) be the set of variables in volved 
in the ith-goal and in the ith-constraint respectively, which are not constrained to a unique valué. 
Defini t ion 1 (constraint independence for variables) Two variables X,Y, X ^ Y are con-
straint independent in c iff -<3a,b £ $ , {X} = var(a), {Y} = var{b) such that cAa is consistent, 
c Ab is consistent and c A a A b is inconsistent. D 
Defini t ion 2 (strict constraint independence for goals) The goals g\,..,gn are constraint 
strictly independent for c iff^X £ var(gi), VF £ var(gj), V í , j , 1 < i,j < n, i ^ j , X and Y 
are constraint independent. D 
Let us apply those concepts to the example given above. If we look at the definition, it is clear that 
the three goals could not be run in parallel: neither the constraints Y = 1,X = 1 ñor Z = 1,X = 1 
satisfy the definition. However, there was no entailed constraint relating Y and Z (recall tha t the 
predicate symbol " > " establishes an antisymmetrical relation and therefore Y and Z are not related 
by transitivity), and therefore the conjunction of any consistent constraint over Y and any consistent 
constraint over Z would also be consistent. As a result, if q(X) did not appear in the clause, q(Y) and 
q(Z) could be run in parallel. 
As we have said, the condition can be extended to "non-strict constraint independence" in the 
spirit of [17]. Informally, a set of goals at some point of the execution with a consistent constraint c 
can be non-strict constraint independently run in parallel if they are strictly independent or if only 
one goal adds new constraints involving constraint dependent variables on c. More formally: 
Defini t ion 3 (non-strict constraint independence for goals) Let S L, P, and G, as before. 
The given goals are non-strict constraint independent for c if: 
1. they are strict constraint independent or 
2. if VX £ var(gi), VF £ var(gj), V í , j , 1 < i,j < n, i ^ j , such that X and Y are constraint 
dependent, 3\ g¡, l : l,...,n which adds new constraints over X and Y.d 
This condition is more relaxed than the previous condition although still not necessary. Note that 
in order to infer these conditions at compile time, information about the constraint relations among 
variables is needed. Motivation for this is that , as we have seen in the above example, if no entailed 
constraint exists over two variables in the system of constraints then these variables are constraint 
independent. Formally: 
T h e o r e m 2.1 Two variables X,Y, X ^ Y are constraint independent in c if S k £ $ X,Y £ 
var(k), such that c\- k. 
P r o o f 1 Let us reason by contradiction. Suppose X, Y are dependent variables. Then 3a, b £ 
$ , {X} = var{a), {Y} = var(b) such that c A a is consistent, c Ab is consistent, and c A a A b 
is inconsistent. Since var{a) n var(b) = 0, a A b is always consistent. Therefore there must be a 
constraint k, c h k such that k A a A b is inconsistent. If X ^ var(k) then k A a is consistent and 
therefore k Ab must be inconsistent, which is impossible. IfYtf. var{k) then k Ab is consistent and 
k A a must be inconsistent what is also impossible. Therefore we have found a constraint k such that 
X, Y £ var{k), and c\- k, i.e. a contradiction with the hypothesis. 
Consider for example the add lists program presented in section 2.3. In order to preserve correctness 
we have to infer not only that the variables X,Y and Z are related by arithmetical constraints, but also 
that those bounded to lists are also related although they do not share any element. Once again, in 
order to obtain this information, global datañow analysis is needed. Recall tha t , local analysis cannot 
detect constraint relations established outside of the scope of the considered predicate. 
However, this sufficient condition lose some information, i.e. it is too conservative. Consider the 
following constraint c: 
c = Y + Z > X A X> U + V A X = 3 
Although Y + Z > U + V is entailed by c, once X has been constrained to a unique valué, later 
added constraints over Y or Z can affect neither U ñor V. Therefore, in order to obtain more accurate 
information, we have to take into account when the variables which allow the entailment become 
ground. 
2.5 Program Dataflow Analysis using Abstract Interpretation 
In the last two sections we have presented the optimization opportunities which have motivated our 
work. As we have seen, those optimizations can be achieved by providing the required information to 
the compiler. How to capture this information will be the subject of the rest of the paper. 
Detecting program errors and optimizing programs are tasks of a wide range of programming tools. 
Datañow analysis provides essential information to them by deciding whether some invariant holds at 
some program point [30]. However, accurate datañow analyses are difficult to design and prove correct. 
The "abstract interpretation" framework first proposed by Cousot and Cousot in [8] provides the 
basis for a semantics-based approach. Datañow analysis is described by constructing an abstract 
semantics which approximates a concrete collecting semantics (which typically expresses the gathering 
of the information which is required for the analysis) and for which the meaning of a program is 
finitely computable. Informally, it is viewed as an "approximate computation" performed over an 
abstract domain (descriptions of data) rather than over the data themselves. The abstract semantics 
is shown to approximate the concrete semantics, and under appropriate conditions to provide datañow 
information, thus providing the basis for discussing datañow analysis correctness. 
Data and data-descriptions are related via a pair of functions referred to as the abstraction (a) 
and concretization (7) functions. In addition, each primitive operation u of the language (for example, 
unification in traditional logic programming) is abstracted to an operation v! over the abstract domain. 
Soundness of the analysis requires that each concrete operation u be related to its corresponding 
abstract operation u' as follows: for every x in the concrete computational domain, u{x) is "contained" 
in 7(u ' (a (x) ) ) . 
To ensure that the abstract meaning of a program will be finitely computable, the abstract domain 
and the abstract functions are chosen in such a way that the Kleene sequences for the functions are 
finite. This need has been usually achieved by choosing abstract domains which were complete lattices 
or cpo which is ascending chain finite. However, the domain could be an infinite lattice if there are 
functions that enforce or accelerate the convergence of the fixpoint function. In this context the 
widening/narrowing approach has been recently compared to the Galois approach in [9, 7]. It seems 
that this approach can significantly improve the precisión of the analyses, being very useful whenever 
the required information about the concrete domain is not a finite abstraction as groundness or freeness 
but a concrete valué or an interval out of a possibly infinite set of concrete valúes. 
3 Constraint Logic Programming Analysis: Approaches 
The analysis of constraint logic programming languages is based on constraint satisfaction. However, 
as we have seen, most constraint solvers are defined as "black boxes", i.e. are implemented in other 
languages (like C), and are neither visible to the user ñor to the analyzer. Two alternatives to their 
analyses are herein suggested namely: to make the constraint solver visible to the analyzer as part 
of the program, or keep it as a "black box" being the needed information assumed by the analyzer. 
Both approaches are described in the following subsections. 
3.1 Using Standard Prolog Tools 
The first approach consists in implementing constraint logic programs in standard Prolog by developing 
constraint solvers in Prolog and adding two new parameters that will be passed over the whole program: 
an input and an output list of constraints. Consider the following constraint logic program over the 
reals with only equations: 
p(X, Y) : -X + Y = 6, X - Y = 2. 
Now, consider the following translation of this constraint logic program implemented in standard 
Prolog: 
p_prolog(X,Y,IC,OC) : -add(X,Y,6,IC,OCl), subst(X,Y,2,OCl,OC). 
where IC = "input constraints", and OC = "output constraints", and 
add(X,Y,Z,C,C) : - number(X), number(Y),Z is X + Y. 
add(X,Y,Z,C,C) : - number(X), number(Z),Y is Z - X. 
add(X,Y,Z,C,C) : - number(Y), number(Z),X is Z -Y. 
add{X,Y,Z,CI,CO) : - {var(Y), var(Z); var(X), var(Y); var(X), var(Z)), 
test([Z = X + Y\CI\,CO). 
being test/2 the linear equation solver implemented in Prolog. The code for the subst operator is 
similar. 
The interesting point is that at this point, we are able to analyze the "constraint" logic program 
with standard prolog tools. This has a double advantage: first, we can concievably infer information 
about the original CLP program from this analysis. Second, we can infer information about the 
Prolog program itself which might be useful for simplifying it. If the simplification is extensive enough 
(including generation of specialized versions for different predicate cali pat terns and partial evaluation) 
the resulting program may even be a quite efficient implementation of the original CLP program. This 
is specially the case if the CLP program was, for the query mode analyzed, actually a "Prolog" program 
and the analysis is powerful enough to detect it, since the result of the transformations would be the 
CLP program itself efficiently running on Prolog as a Prolog program. 
For example, if we are able to infer that the first argument X of the query is going to be constrained 
to a unique valué, then only the second clause of add/5 (and subt/5) will be applicable. Then we can 
specialize for this particular case obtaining the following: 
p_prolog(X,Y,C,C) : -add(X,Y,6,C,C), subst(X,Y,2,C,C). 
add(X, Y, Z,C,C) : - Y is Z - X. 
subst(X, Y,Z,C,C) :-Y is X - Z. 
which can be transformed into: 
p_prolog(X, Y) : - Y is 6 - X, Y is X - 2. 
which bypasses the constraint solving. Therefore, avoiding constraint solver calis could be achieved by 
optimizing the constraint solver interface for some cali pat terns. Furthermore, all the improvements 
that have been achieved by abstract interpretation in the context of logic programs can be applied to 
the Prolog program, including the constraint solver. 
The possibility of using standard Prolog tools to analyze CLP programs arisen during discussions 
with John Gallagher and Andre de Waal from Bristol University in the context of the PRINCE project. 
Some experiments have been carried out in collaboration with them and other members of this project 
in order to evalúate the validity of this approach. Although the results of these experiments are to be 
discussed in more detail elsewhere we will summarize some of those obtained so far. In collaboration 
with Bristol a ProloglII lists interpreter has been developed which handles list equalities. Later, 
and in collaboration with ProloglA, a linear equation and disequation solver based on the Gaussian 
algorithm was added, in order to handle also length constraints on lists and linear constraints. The 
meta-interpreter was then analized by some of the implemented analyzers we have currently available, 
namely: an abstract interpreter based on the "sharing" domain defined in [28] and another analyzer 
based on the "sharing + freeness" abstract domain defined in [27]. The results so far show that it 
is indeed sometimes possible to detect when a constraint program is being used in a "mode" which 
makes it (or part of it) a legal Prolog program and actually simplify the metainterpreted constraint 
solver accordingly. The resulting program when run under Prolog can execute in considerable less 
time than when running under some CLP systems. Of course, a CLP system which contained "Prolog 
builtins" and Prolog-type implementation technology for operations known to be on the Herbrand 
domain could achieve the same speed with this type of analysis. In quite complex cases, as with the 
list constraint solver, we have been less successful at inferring information about the original ProloglII 
program. This is mainly because the domains used, designed to be effective on Prolog programs which 
don't do extensive meta-interpretation are not detailed enough. We are planning on experimenting 
with finer domains and see if this brings better results. On the other hand, even in the cases of complex 
constraints, the analysis has been quite successful in simplifying and parallelizing the constraint solver, 
resulting in better performance in the metainterpretation. 
3.2 Direct Analysis of Constraint Logic Programs 
The obvious alternative to the analysis methods presented in the previous section is to analyze the 
constraint program itself, directly abstracting the semantics of the constraint operations. As far as 
we know, two frameworks for the analysis of constraint logic programs have been defined, by Marriott 
[25] and Codognet [4]. 
The former presents a framework in which top-down abstract interpretation can be developed. It 
is based in a definition-independent meta-language which can express the semantics of a wide variety 
of programming languages including constraint logic programming languages. The meta-language 
is one of typed lambda expressions with two types namely: static and dynamic. The static types 
interpreted as posets remains the same throughout all semantics, whereas dynamic types, interpreted 
as complete lattices, may change. Different interpretations provides different semantics from the same 
set of semantic equations. The dataflow semantics provided by non-standard interpretation is defined 
in such a way that developing a dataflow analysis consists in choosing a description domain Acón 
which captures the information required for the analysis, and defining appropriate base functions to 
approximate concrete ones. 
The latter presents a general framework for the description of both constraint logic programming 
languages and their static analyses. First a general computation scheme, called computation system 
is defined by a 4-tuple S = (C ,< ,©,? r ) , the computation domain, a partial order relation on C, a 
composition function from C X C to C and a projection function from C X 2 to restrict some element 
of C to a fixed set of variables X, respectively. In this scheme 5-programs and 5-computations 
are defined. After that , the notion of simulation or abstraction between two computation systems 
S = (C, < , ©, ?r) and S' = (C' , < ' , © ' , ?r') is defined by the existence of a monotonic function 7 from C' 
to 2 . Therefore abstract 5'-programs which perform the abstract interpretation of the 5-programs 
can be derived. In addition, it allows múltiple layers of abstraction, where a concrete system can be 
abstracted by another one which can be itself abstracted by another one and so on. 
Both approaches are significant in that they provide a formal framework for the abstract interpre-
tation of constraint logic programs. However, whatever the framework were, from a practical point of 
view a most important problem remains unsolved: that is, choosing the appropriate abstract domain 
which captures useful information about the constraint logic program and defining the abstract func-
tions which approximate the concrete ones while losing little information, even if the constraint solver 
is simply modelled as a "black box". 
In fact, the abstraction framework in which the abstract domain we will define is based, is tha t of 
Bruynooghe [1] extended to handle constraints. It can be done in a quite straightforward way since 
this framework abstracts mainly the control part , i.e. SLD-resolution, of logic programs leaving the 
abstraction domain and functions undefined. But the control part of a constraint logic program is 
similar to that of SLD-resolution, just extending unification with the concept of constraint satisfaction, 
in which unification is just one more type of constraint. Therefore we only have to define abstract 
operations which approximate constraint satisfaction with appropriate concretization and abstraction 
functions. A more formal description of this extensión of Bruynooghe's framework to the analysis of 
CLP programs can be found in [10]. 
4 Inference of Groundness Information 
As we have seen abstract interpretation consists in choosing a description domain which captures 
the information required for the analysis, and defining appropriate abstract functions to approximate 
concrete ones. The aim of this section is to provide a general abstraction of constraint logic program-
ming languages which makes it possible to achieve accurate groundness information. Two groundness 
analyses have been recently presented by [25] and [4]. The former presents an abstract domain which 
approximates the set of variables which are known to be definitely constrained to a unique valué, i.e 
definitely ground. However this domain cannot accurately propágate groundness since no information 
about relations among variables is abstracted, i.e. if two variables X and Y have been involved in the 
constraint X = Y, and later X becomes ground, there is not possible to infer groundness propagation 
to Y. The latter presents a computation system (recall the framework summarized in 3.2) which is 
capable of accurate inferring groundness information by executing a transformed versión of the orig-
inal program in which groundness is approximated by propositional formulas, in a constraint logic 
programming language over the boolean domain. 
Our objective is to propose an abstraction that is as accurate as the latter and to do so in a way 
that first, is as independent as possible from the particular constraint system used and second, can 
be executed in standard Prolog without any program transformation. Thus, our abstraction will be 
based on a high-level description of grounding patterns which is then easy to obtain for each particular 
type of constraint in an actual system. 
Let us first present the notation which will be used from this point on. Let II = Uc U IIp be 
a set of predicate symbols as before. Let S = S # U S e be a set of function symbols being S # the 
Herbrand function symbols and S e the rest, such that S # n S e = 0. Let 3J be the structure defined 
on (II, S ) , / an 3J-interpretation, X a set of variables and $ a non empty subset of (n c , S U X)-atoms 
closed under conjunction. We will represent a constraint system as S = (3J, / , X, $ ) , a constraint logic 
programming language defined over it as L and a program in this language whose variables will be 
called Pvar C X as P. Finally we will represent an admissible atomic constraint of P in $ as TT, and 
the predicate symbol of TT as re/(?r), being re/(?r) £ l ie -
Once the notation has been presented, we will informally discuss how capture groundness infor-
mation. Two points have to be taken into account when approximating groundness information from 
a constraint logic program. First, the grounding characteristics of each type of constraint in the 
constraint logic programming language considered. Second, a representation which achieves accurate 
groundness propagation. 
Let us explain the former with an example. Consider the following constraints in ProloglII: 
X = Y.Z, X :: N, N > M, W = f(A,B). 
in which "." represents list concatenation and '::" is a list length predicate symbol. In the first 
constraint grounding all variables but one, whatever they were, grounds the other. In the second 
constraint while grounding X grounds N, grounding N does not ground X. In the third constraint 
grounding one variable, whatever they were, does not ground the other. The fourth constraint is a 
special case of the first one. While it satisfies that grounding all variables but one grounds the other, it 
imposes an additional characteristic: grounding W grounds the rest of variables. In order to distinguish 
these kind of constraints, i.e those atomic constraints TT = X = Y s.t. X £ Pvar, Y £ ( S # U Pvar) — 
term, we will cali them atomic substitutions. Note that Y can only be formed by Herbrand function 
symbols, i.e. constraints like X = f(Y + 3,Z) are not allowed. This can be done without loss of 
generality by separating the constraints into two atomic constraints (i.e. X = f{W,Z),W = Y + 3). 
Therefore we can distinguish at least three kinds of atomic constraints w.r.t. their grounding 
characteristics: 
• those about which we can ensure the groundness of one variable, whatever it was, from the 
groundness of the rest (which will be called fully grounding constraints), 
• those about which we can ensure the groundness of some particular variables from the groundness 
of some other particular variables (which will be called partially grounding constraints), 
• and those about which we cannot ensure the groundness of any variable in the constraint from 
the groundness valúes of any other variable. 
Note that the first kind of constraints includes all atomic constraints which have " = " as predicate 
symbol, being the atomic substitution a special case. 
Let us discuss brieñy the second point to be taken into account, i.e. different forms of abstracting 
those grounding constraints. There are many ways of abstracting relations among variables established 
by constraints. The more accurate they are, the more complex both representation and abstract 
functions will be. For example, consider the following constraint, X = Y + Z. The most general 
abstract domain for approximating the relation established by it is {X,Y,Z}, i.e. a set of variables 
representingjust that those variables "are related". Alternatively, in a more accurate abstract domain, 
the same representation could be concretized as "are in the same constraint". Consider now that the 
constraint X = A + B is going to be added to the system. The abstract function representing it for 
the first domain would be the unión of the elements of the sets, i.e. {X,Y,Z,A,B}, and in the second 
domain would be the unión of the sets, i.e. {{X,Y,Z},{X,A,B}}. 
While, in the first domain it is not possible to infer accurate groundness propagation, the second 
domain is powerful enough to infer it, but in a quite complicated way. Let A and B become ground. 
Since the second equation has only one variable, X becomes ground. As in the second domain each 
set represents each equation in the system, it is possible by transitivity to obtain the same result. It 
is necessary to detect that the set has become a singleton (i.e. an equation with only one variable) 
and thus X is ground. Then X can be eliminated from all other sets, keeping track of sets which have 
become singletons, and so on, resulting in the abstract constraint {{Y,Z}}. 
It would be better to represent the constraints as a set of sets of variables in such a way that if 
one of the variables becomes ground we achieve groundness propagation by simply eliminating every 
set in which the variable appears. This has proved to be an advantage of the domains and abstract 
unification algorithms proposed in [28, 18, 27]. Therefore a variable would be ground if it does not 
appear in any set of the abstract constraint. Consider again the equation X = Y + Z. We have the 
following grounding information: grounding two variables grounds the others, and grounding just one 
variables does not ground the others. It would be abstracted as: given two variables, eliminating all 
sets in which at least one of them appears, eliminates the other one, and given one variable, eliminating 
all sets in which it appears eliminates neither of the other two. 
Therefore we can infer tha t , first, neither X, ñor Y, ñor Z can appear in a set alone, second each 
variable has to appear in each set with at least one of the other variables and third, there must 
be a set for each couple in which the other variable does not appear. Therefore the least set of 
sets satisfying this is {{X,Y},{X,Z},{Y,Z}}. As we have seen atomic substitutions are one type of 
those fully grounding constraints, but with an additional condition. Consider the following atomic 
substitution X = f(Y, Z), and the equation X = Y + Z. The abstraction for the equation was defined 
as {{X,Y},{X,Z},{Y,Z}}. Since the additional condition imposes that grounding X grounds the rest 
of variables, the set {Y,Z} should be eliminated. 
Once abstraction for fully grounding constraints has been explained, let us consider the abstraction 
for partially grounding constraints. Consider the following atomic constraint X :: N. We have the 
following grounding information: the groundness of X cannot be inferred from the groundness of any 
other variable in TT, and grounding X grounds N. 
Therefore, X has to appear in a set without any other variable, i.e. a singleton, and every set in 
which N appears has to have X as an element. The least set of sets satisfying this, is {{X}, {X, N}}. 
Note that we are talking only about atomic constraints, and therefore the constraint X.Y :: N + M 
will be the conjunction of the three following atomic constraints: X.Y = Z,N + M = W,Z ::W. 
4.1 Abstract Domain and Framework 
Let us now formally define the rules for abstracting the groundness information about variables in an 
atomic constraint. Let TT be the atomic constraint. For each variable X £ varfa) we will construct 
the set SSx C p(p(uar(?r))) , such that Sx £ SSx iff it satisfies that : 
• grounding all Y £ Sx, grounds X. 
• flS'x, S'x C Sx such that S'x satisfies the above condition. 
Each SSx has the grounding information for X. Then we define a recursive function combine 
which takes as arguments two sets of sets of variables, RR (initially {{-^}}) and SSx, computing 
all possible combinations R, among X and one variable for each set of SSx, which have accurate 
grounding information (i.e. those for which no other combination R' is a subset of R). Formally: 
combine(RR, S S) = 
í if SS = 0 then {i?|Vi? £ RR, flg £ RR, R' c R} 
\ else S £ SS,SS' = SS — {S}, RR' = combine_one(RR,S), combine(RR',SS') 
where the function combine_one is defined as: 
, . ,
 D D „, í if S = 0 then RR 
combine_one(RR,S) = j ^ {{RuY}\VR e RR, VY e S} 
each combine({{X}},SSx) giving in the form informally discussed above the abstract groundness 
information for each X. Then the abstraction of TT would be the unión of the abstract information of 
all variables in TT. 
An abstract constraint A of the abstract domain Ground is an element of Da = p(p(Pvar)), which 
gives for a clause the set of sets of program variables in that clause which are possibly nonground and 
are related by grounding constraints. 
Let again TT be an atomic constraint and varfa) the set of variables in TT. The abstraction of the 
constraint TT is defined as: 
Definition 4 (Abstraction of an atomic constraint) 
A("") = Uxevar{*) combine({{X}},SSx) D 
Let us explain it with some examples. Consider the atomic substitution X = f(Y,Z): 
• For X, SSX = {{Y,Z}}, and combine({{X}}, {{Y, Z}}) = {{X,Y},{X,Z}}. 
• For Y, SSY = {{X}}, and combine({{Y}},{{X}}) = {{Y,X}}. 
• For Z, SSZ = {{X}}, and combine({{Z}}, {{X}}) = {{Z,X}}. 
therefore S = {{X,Y},{X,Z},{Y,X},{Z,X}} = {{X,Y},{X,Z}}, which is the abstraction infor-
mally obtained before for atomic substitutions. Consider the atomic constraint X :: N : 
• For X, SSX = {{}}, and combine({{X}}, {{}}) = {{X}}. 
• For N, SSN = {{X}}, and combine({{N}},{{X}}) = {{N,X}}. 
therefore S = {{X},{N, X}} = {{X},{X, N}}, which is again the abstraction informally obtained 
before for list length constraints. Consider now a partially grounding constraint defined as: 
• For X, SSX = {{}}, and combine({{X}}, {{}}) = {{X}}. 
• For Y, SSY = {{}}, and combine({{Y}},{{}}) = {{Y}}. 
• For Z, SSZ = {{Y}}, and combine({{Z}},{{Y}}) = {{Z,Y}}. 
• For W, SSw = {{X,Y},{X,Z}} (note that the set {X,Z} must appear since Y 
grounds Z), and combine({{W}},{{X,Y},{X,Z}}) = combine({{W,X},{W,Y}},{{X,Z}}) = 
combine({{W,X},{W,X,Z},{W,Y,X},{W,Y,Z}},{{}}) = {{W,X},{W,Y,Z}}. 
therefore 8 = {{X},{Y},{Z,Y},{W,X},{W,Y,Z}} which accurately approximates the grounding 
information of the constraint. It is clear that , for all partially grounding constraints the set SSx for 
each X should be defined by the abstract interpreter designer, from the grounding characteristics of 
each partially grounding constraint. 
Let A l and A2 be two abstract constraints. The partial order among them is defined as: 
Defini t ion 5 
A2 C A l iffAl D A 2 D 
The function lub computes the least upper bound of two abstract constraints A l and A2 by taking 
the unión of their elements. 
Defini t ion 6 ( lub) 
/u&(Al,A2) = A1U A2 D 
The set of all tupies is a complete lattice w.r.t. Q, with top element T = {p(p(Pvar)} is in the 
domain. T contains no information, therefore it approximates the whole set of admissible constraints. 
Let _L be a new symbol and let VA £ Ground, 1 C A and -i3A £ Ground such that A C 1 . Thus 
(Ground|J{_L}, Q) is a complete lattice. 
The abstraction function for a set (disjunction) of constraints is defined as: 
Defini t ion 7 (Abs trac t ion of a set of constra ints ) 
a ( n ) = U x e nA(7r) D 
Let us give an intuitively idea of the concretization of an abstract constraint. Let A be an abstract 
constraint in Ground, A abstracts all sets of constraints TT satisfying that : 
• all program variables not present in any set of A are constrained to a unique valué. 
• if two variables X, Y which are not constrained to a unique valué, do not appear in any set of 
the abstraction together, there is neither a fully grounding constraint involving them in TT which 
is not an atomic substitution Z = Term being X,Y £ var(Term), ñor a partially grounding 
constraint such that 3Sx, Y £ Sx and vice versa. 
Defini t ion 8 (Concret izat ion of an abstract constra int ) 
7(A) = {TT I TT is an atomic constraint, O¿(TT) Q A} D 
4.2 Abstract Conjunction Function 
The abstract conjunction function is the dual of the abstract unification in the classical abstract anal-
ysis. The concrete operation is the conjunction A, which takes as arguments the current constraint 
and an atomic constraint, and gives either the new constraint if it is consistent, or fails. The cor-
responding abstract operation A is a function which appliest to a tupie (8,8'), being 8 the current 
abstract constraint and 8' the abstraction of the atomic constraint TT which is going to be added , and 
gives the new abstract substitution \(8,8') = ( A / , A r , A g ) in our abstract domain {Ground U _L}. 
In order to provide a clear intuition of the abstract conjunction function definition we will give an 
informal idea of this definition. 
1. For each program variable X which is not in var(n) and it is not ground in 8 we will add the 
singleton {X} to 8' giving 8". 
2. For each program variable X which is ground in 8 but not in 8" we will elimínate from 8" each set 
in which X appears, obtaining Si, i.e. we will propágate the groundness in 8 to the abstraction 
of ?r . 
3. Then, for each variable X which is ground in 8i and it is not in 8, (i.e. those which have become 
ground) we will eliminate from 8 each set in which X appears, obtaining 82 (i.e. propagating 
groundness to the current abstract constraint). Repeat steps 2 and 3 until neither 8n ñor 8n+i 
change. 
4. Finally, Awe will be formed as: 
• each set 5 £ 8n+i, such that VX £ 5 , {X} £ 8n, i.e. all sets of 8n+i about which no 
groundness information is added by 8n. 
• each set 5 £ 8n, such that VX £ 5 , {X} £ 8n+i, i.e. all sets of 8n about which no groundness 
information is added by 8n+i. 
• the unión of each couple of sets Sn £ 8n, Sn+i £ 8n+i, such that none of them are singletons 
(note that singletons in both abstractions have been added in the previous step), and their 
conjunction is not empty. 
For example, let 8 be the abstract constraint 8 = {{X, Y}, {X, Z},{Y},{Z}} and TT the atomic 
constraint TT = Y = Z which is abstracted as 8' = {{Y, Z}}. The abstract constraint A will be 
computed by: 
. 8" = {{X},{Y,Z}} 
• rec_prop(8,8") = (8,8") 
. A = {{}}U{{Y,Z}}U{{X,Y,Z}} 
Auxiliary Functions 
In order to simplify the notation of the definition of the abstract conjunction function we will 
define some additional auxiliary functions. The function ground takes two abstract constraints 8 and 
8' returning the set of program variables in 8' which are ground in 8. Formally, 
ground(8,8') = {X \ 3 5 ' e8',Xe 5 ' , fiS e8,X £ 5 } 
The function rec_prop takes two abstract constraints 8 and 8' propagating recursively the ground-
ness from one to the other until a fixpoint is achieved. Formally, 
rec prop(8 8') = { if ProP(8'6') = S' then (S> S') 
y y\ > ) y
 e¡se rec_prop(prop(8,8'),8) 
where the function prop is defined as: 
prop(8,8') = {S'\ S' £ 8', S' n ground(8, 8') = 0} 
We will also define a function addjrel which takes as arguments two abstract constraints 81 and 82 
and returns the result of adding each relation abstracted in the second argument to those abstracted 
in the first argument. Formally: 
add_set(82,8i) = {5 |V5 £ 82, s.t. VX £ S, {X} £ 81} U {S"|VS" £ Su s.t. VF £ S, {Y} £ 82}u 
{52 U 51|V52 £ 82,VS1 £ 8U s.t. \ÍX,Y £ Pvar, 5 1 ^ {X},S2 £ {Y}, 
5 1 n 52 ^ 0} 
Let us now define formally the abstract conjunction function A. Let again 8 be the current abstract 
constraint, TT the atomic constraint and 8' the abstraction of TT. 
Defini t ion 9 (Abstrac t conjunct ion funct ion: A(8,8')) 
A(8,8') = 8" = 8'U{{X}\\/X ePvar,X(£var(7r), 
{Sn+i,Sn) = rec_prop(8,8"), 
add_set(8n+1,8n) 
D 
Let us illustrate the definition with an example. Consider the following part of a constraint logic 
program: 
,p(X,Y,Z,W),Z = W,.... 
p(X,Y,Z,W) : -Y < Z,X = Y + Z. 
p(X,Y,Z,W) : -Y > Z,X = Y + W. 
Let 8 = {{X},{Y},{Z},{W}} be the current abstract constraint before the execution of p / 4 , i.e all 
X, Y,Z and W are possibly non ground variables such that grounding any of them does not affect to 
the groundness of the rest of variables. In the first clause: 
• the abstract conjunction of 8 with the abstraction oí Y < Z will be result in 81 = 
{{X},{Y},{Z}{W}}. 
• the abstract conjunction of 81 and the abstraction of X = Y + Z results in 51' = 
{{X,Y},{X,Z},{Y,Z},{W}} 
On the other hand, in the second clause: 
• The abstract conjunction of 8 with the abstraction oí Y > Z results in 82 = 
{{X},{Y},{Z},{W}} 
• the abstract conjunction of 82 and the abstraction of X = Y + W results in 82' = 
{{X,Y},{X,W},{Y,W},{Z}} 
Finally, we compute the lub of 81' and 82" giving 
Delta = {{X,Y},{X,Z},{X,W},{Y,W},{Y,Z},{Z},{W}}. Then the abstract conjunction of A 
and the abstraction of the constraint Z = W is computed by: 
. 8" = {{X},{Y},{Z,W}} 
• rec_prop(8,8") = (8,8") 
. A = {{X, Y}} U {{Z, W}} U {{X, Z, W}, {Y, Z, W}} 
Recall tha t now grounding Z grounds W and vice versa, lefting X and Y depending on each other's 
groundness valué. 
5 Conclusions and Puture Work 
We have discussed some of the issues which arise in the dataflow analysis of constraint logic program-
ming (CLP) languages using the technique of abstract interpretation. We have shown how a number of 
optimizations are possible in different CLP systems (including efficient parallelization) are presented 
and the information that has to be obtained at compile-time in order to be able to implement such 
optimizations discussed. Of the two approaches proposed for obtaining this information for a CLP 
program the one based on an analysis of a CLP metainterpreter using standard Prolog analysis tools 
was shown to be useful in some particular cases. However, a more detailed analysis of this approach 
is necessary. The results of this analysis will be reported on elsewhere. For the second approach, 
the direct analysis of the CLP program, an abstract domain which approximates groundness (also 
referred to as "definiteness") information (i.e. constraint to a single valué) and the related abstraction 
functions were presented. We are designing new abstract domains and abstract constraint conjunction 
algorithms for inferring other types of information such as freeness, type information, and entailment, 
and combinations of the previous domains. 
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